


Mr. Alan Fausel has noted a similarity in this composition with the classical 

scarue by Myron of a Discus-thrower (Discobolus): one fragmentary marble torso 

of such a figure was known in the 16th century, but was not recognized for 

what ir was, being regarded simplr as a gladiator (now Rome, Capitoline 

:Museum; see Haskell & Penny, 1981, pp. 199-202, pl. 104). lt could however 

have served to inspire the creator of the present Satyr, and if he is indeed 

de Vries, a fascination with classical prototypes is a constant feature, e.g. in the 

case of the Dancing Faun (Fig. 38.2), which is a variation on a classical statue 

in the Uffizi Gallery. 
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p(ju-er/ul build with head bent CÛJwn preparing to dashfi d · ·1 , h · orwar, , 1ts ta1 ,as mg 
arr. - BODE, 1910: FLEMISH, 17th cencury, Figure of a bull. 

•5 Charging Bull is a well known model of which ac l d 
1 _ , easc a ozen examp es 

recorded. They vary Slightly in size, though this may be accoumed for 

y by the difficulty of measuring accurately and consistently such an item 

its extensions in various directions, and partly by relatively rninor dii-

nces in the positions of the head and horns, and of the Iashing cail, caused 

original variations in casting and repairing, or subsequem accidemal 

ages. lt may also however; reflect the face chat some examples are after
(see below). 

mode! was regarded by Bode and Weihrauch as Flemish, 17th cenrury, 

anl ch1s has been accepted with rninor permutations by most other writers. In 
the. presenc instance Bode associated it tentatively, but incorrectly, as it now 

emerges, with the Leaping Hound (Catalogue No. 20) and the Hunter and his 

Dog (Catalogue No. 35), which appeared to be of the same origin; Imroduc

ciog., p. XLI: 

As Flemish works of the sevemeenth century showing a very decided strain of 

Icalian feeling, I should designate three bronzes which musc originally have 

belonged co a large group composed of many figures, principally animais and 

represenring a bull-fighr. The figures are coarse and unpleasing in conception 
and in the treatmenc of form. 

right Bode was, at least as regards the present Bu//! 

ull is not to be connecced with an excended group forrning a Bull Hunt 

cluding horsemen, huntsmen on foot and hounds (Fig. 39.1; formerly 

ty Collection, Berlin; with Leopold Blumka, New York, c. 1968; on loan 

Bayerisches N ationalmuseum, Munich, c. 1973): chat group is differ

ent facture and style, and is now attributed to a mascer active in Venice, 

Rome, or Naples. 

The model is generically based on bulls by Giambologna and by Dutch or 

Flemish sculptors parallel with, oc inspired by, him, as well as earlier mid

r6th-century South German naturalistic renderings of bulls on fountains 

(e.g. chose from the founcain formerly in Schloss Hessen, which Duke Julius 

von Braunschweig-Lüneberg ordered in Augsburg, now in the Herzog Anton 

Ulrich-Museum, Braunschweig (Bro 225); our Fig. 39.2); or the bellowing 

ones now in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam (Leeuwenberg & H alsema-Kubes, 
1973, no. 240) and in the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich (Weihrauch, 

1956, no. 209). 

Allof these are much more carefully modelled, detailed and characcerized 

y example of the present mode!. Careful comparison only serves to 
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emphasize in the present bronze an unpleasantly schematized re d . 
. . b n ering of th 

bones and muscularure, ch1selling ail over the ody that makes th e 
h d. e surface 

bland and perfunccory and uncompre en mg chasing of det ·1s too , a1 eg . 
curly haïr of the forehead and the ruft at the tip of the tail the~ '1d· · tn the 

' 
0 s of sk' 

around the neck and dewlap. tn 

Ir should be pointed out chat no example with a provenance d . 
. . at1ng frorn 

before the lace 19th cenrury ex1scs, and no correspondrng references hav 
. . h' . . h . e so far 

been discovered rn earl1er arc ives, nor 1s 1t s own rn any of the Ilth-ce 
Flemish paintings of gallery interiors, some of which illustrate oth b ncury 

. . er ronzes 
of bulls that were popular rn thac area and penod (e.g. lnterior of Rubens' St . 
attributed co Corneille de Bailleur in Palazzo Pitti, Florence: see S S udro, 

d. L b. JI • Peth-
Holterhoff Les peintres flaman sues ca mets uamateurs au XVIIe siècle B 

' , russels 
1957, p. 119, pl. 49). , 

The present model is therefore open co suspicion of being a pastiche of corn. 

paratively recent, 19th-century, date. Or also, if the model itself is authenti 
c, as 

has always been assumed, most of the examples in circulation seem b 
to e 

recenr aftercascs (surmoulages): it may be no coïncidence chat the examples in 

the Rijksmuseum and in the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum were purchased in 
Lucerne in the same year, 1950. 
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